
I Which one of the following has different units to the other three? 
A gravitational potentia l 
B gravitat ional field strength 
C force per unit mass 
D gravitational potent ia l gradien t 

2 A sphere X of mass m. travelling with speed u, makes a head-on colli sion with a similar sphere: Y which 
is at rest. After the collision the velocities of Xnnd Yare V, and V2 respectively. Which onc of the following 
is a poss ible pair of valu(,.'s for v,and "2? 

", v, 
A 2u 

B. ~ )" .-
C . 

) " " .- 4 

D. " " J2 
3 A bllll ro lls off the edge of a fl at table with II hori zontal ,'d ociry v . The tab letop is of height" above the 
f1oor. When the ball strikes the floor, the horizontal distance travelled is 

H rv; " A \' - B " f-;; C 2v -
g , g g 

o 2, ~ 
g 

4 Two bodies X. Y have masses M, 4M respectively. ·f11cy havc the S.'tnlC kinetic energy and are moving in 
the same direction. If the same retarding force is applied to each, the stopping distance of X compared to 
that of Yis 
AI : I 81 :2 CI:4 ))2 : 1 

5 A particle of mass m moves in a circle of radius " at a unifonn speed with frequency! What is thc 
kinetic energy of the particle? 

A mi' ,. ' B mJ 2,. C 2rt2m/Yl 0 IIrr:mj? 
~ ----

,\ string wraps around a unifonn cylindcr o f radius R and mass m. A constant tension F :: mg is ma intained 
in the S!ring causing the cylinder to rotate about its cylindrica l axis. Gi\"C"n that the moment of inertia of the 

cylinder about its axis is .!. mR' , the angular acceleration of the cylinder is 
2 

A gR. B fRo c ~. 2g 
D R ' 



7 The diagram below shows a ladder of lenglh 5,0 m and weight 100 N leani ng at an angle ofJO° agai nst a 
smooth wall . The lower end of the ladder is on a rough floor. 

~ 
The centre of mass of the ladder is 2.0 m from the lower end. The magnitude of the force acti ng at the 
upper end is 
A 23.1 N B 30. 1 N C SO.ON D 100.ON 

8 If "'I is the min imum speed for II projectile 10 CSCJlpc from the earth and lI:2 is Ihe orbital speed of a 

satellite circl ing close to the earth , then ~ -

A ~ 
2 

13 -'-2 

v, 
C I () 

9 A small mass is situated at a po int on a line joining two large masses ml and "'2 such that it experiences 
no resultant gravitational force . If its distance from the mass m l is 1"1 and its distance from the mass m 2 is ' 1, 

what is the va lue oflhe ralio.2.. 1 

" , , 
A~ B ~ 

"" m, 
C ~ V;;; 

lOA body moves with simple hannon ic motion of amplitude A and frequency..!!.... . 
2lt 

What is the magnitude of the acce leration when the body is at maximum displacement? 

" 0 B 41tlAb2 C Ab1 D 4 .. 1A 
b' 

II A body executes simple hannonic 1Il0t ion. Which one of the graphs, A to 0, best shows the relationship 
between the kinetic energy. E ., of the body and its distance from the cenlrt: of osc illation? 

distance 
A 

E'~ 

O~m'~. 
B 



c D 

12 Which one of the following statements a lways applies to a da.mping force acting on a vibrating system? 
A It is in the same direction as the acceierat'ion. 
B It is in the opposite direction to the velocity. 
C It is in the same directi on as the di splacement . 
o II is proponional lo the di splacement. 

13 A progressi\'c wave in a stretched string has a speed of 20 m 5'\ and 8 frequency of 100 Hz. What is the 
phase difference between two points 25 mOl apart? .... 

;\ 0 S '::rad C~ rad O.crad 
4 2 

14 A moving train sounds a whistle of frequency SOO Hz. The apparent frequency heard by an observer 
standi ng dose to the railroad is 462 Hz. If the speed of sound in air is 300 m 5.1, the Imin is moving at a 
speed of 
A. 23 m 5'\ away from the observer. 
B. 23 m 5'\ towards the obsc:rver. 
C. 25 m 5'\ away from the observer. 
D. 2S m 5.

1 to\\'8rds the observer. 

15 Which one of the fo llowing Statement about force and potential energy for a diatomic mo lecu le is true 
A The potential energy is ma.'(imum when the force is a minimum. 
B The potential energy is a maximum when the force is zero. 
C The potential energy is a min imum whcn the force is 7.ero. 
D The potential energy is a minimum when the fo rce is a minimum. 

16 The amount o f elastic potential energy stored in unit volume of a stretched wire can be found from the 
A area below the load ing extens ion graph . 
B area below the load-strain graph . 
C area below the stress-extension graph . 
D urea be low the stress-strain graph. 

17 A vesse l o f volume I )( 10') ml contains 0 .71 g of an idea l gas at a pressure of I )( 10' Pa. The r.m.S. 
velocity of the gas molecules is 
A 20 m s·l . B II0ms·l . C 340ms·'. L> 6S0ms·' . 

18 A gas at a certain constant temperature has pressure 1.5 x 10' Pa and volume 2.0 x 10'} ml. The total 
translational kinetic energy of the molecules is 
A 150J B 200J C 300J D 450J 



19 For an ideal gas expanded isothcnnally. 
A the work done by the gas is equnllo the heat energy added to it. 
B the work done on the gas is equal to the heat energy rejected by it . 
e the worir;; done on the surroundings is zero. 
D the heat e nergy tran sfe rred to the gas is zero. 

20 The energy wh ich must be supplied to I mole of gas in itially at absolute tcmpcmture T, pressure p and 
vo lume V. to mise its temperature by J K, is QL at constant pressure and (b at constant volume. The va lue of 
Q, is 

A Q, Il Q, + pVT C Q, - pVT 

21 The diagram be low shows two lagged metal bars P. Q which arc in contact with each other. They are 
made of d ifferent materials. The free ends of P and Q arc ma intained at temperatures 900e a nd DoC 
respectively. The thermal conducti vity of P is twice that or-Q. 

90' C [:::::::[:~:] ifC 
6J .$"""".., 

If the length of Pis 5!tan. the temperatu re o f the interface between P and Q is 4Cf'e. then the length of Q is 
A 25cm B 50cm C 75cm D IOO cm 

22 Two isolated point charges arc separated by 0 .04 m and attrnct each other with a force of20 JiN. If the 
distance between them is increased by 0.04 m, what is the new force of anraction? 
A 40 ~N B 20 ~ C 10 ~ 0 5 ~ 

23 The diagram shows Il unifonn electric field of strength 10 V m·L
. A charge of 4 ~e is moved from P to 

Q and then from Q to R. 

Q 

t 
If the di stance PQ is 2 m and QR is 3 m, what is the change in potential energy o f Ihe charge when it is 
moved from P 10 Fr? 
A 40 },! B 50}'! C 120},! 0 200},! 

24 A I}.lF capacitor is charged usi ng a constant current of 10 JtA fo r 20 s. Whal is the energy finally stored 
by the c3~citor? 
A 2 x I0') J 0 2 x 10·2 J C4 x IO·

'
J 04 x 10·I J 



2S A capacitor of capac itance 1 S )!F is fu lly charged and the potential difference across its plates is 8.0V. 
It is then connected into the circuit as shown. 

c!j 
400kn 

The switch S is closed at time t .. O. Which one of the following sta tement'S is correct? 
A The time const8JU of the circu it is 6.0 ms. 
S 11le initi al charge on the capacitor is 12 Ilc' ~ 
C After a time cqual to twice the time constant, the charge re maining on the capacitor is Qoe}, where Qo is 

the charge at time t - O. 
o After a time equnl lo the time constant. the potentia l d ifference across the capacitor is 2.9 V. 

2~ An electric current is flowing in a eopprr wire wh ich is part of a circuit . The electrons in the copper 
w,'" 
A had random motion onto which was imposed 8 dri ft veloc ity ofa few mill imetres per second when thc 

switch was closed. 
B were al rcst until the switch was closed but now move along the wire with a drift velocity of n few 

millimetres per ~ond. 

C were 31 rest until the switch was closed but now move along the wire at a speed approaching the speed 
oflighl. 

o had random motion onto which was imposed a drift veloc ity of a few kilometres per s~"Cond when the 
switch was closed. 

27 In the diagram below. AD is a resistance wire of unifonn cross-section. and S is a sliding contact The 3 
V battery has negligib le internal resistance, and V is a high resistance voltmeter. 

3V 

Which of the following graphs shows the correct variation ofvohage measur~-d by Vwhcn the contact S is 
moved from A to B? 

A. B. 

B 



c. D. 

28 In the circuit shown, no current flows through the galvanometer. 

~ 
400 20 (1 · 

If the internal resistance of the cell is negligible, lhe value of R is 
A 4.Hl B sn C Ion o 320 

29 The diagram below shows a venical square coi l whose plane is at righ t angles to a horizontal uniform 
magnetic field B. A current, I. flows in the coil, which can rotale about a vertical axis 00' . 

o 

Which one of the following statements is correct? 
A The forces on the two vertica l sides of the coi l are equal and opposite. 
S A couple 8CIS on the coi l. 
e 1'0 forces act on the horizontal sides or the coil. 
o Irlhe co il is turned through a small angle about 00', it will remain in position. 

)0 An Cl particle and a p" particle both enter the same uniform magnetic fi eld. which is perpendicular to 
their direction o r motion . Irlhe j'rpart ic le has a speed 15 limes that o rthe a part ic le, what is the value 
of the ratio 

A 3.7 II 7.5 

magnitude of jo,.ceQn p' pa,.ticle 1 
magnitulieof jo,.ceOl,apa,.ticle · 

C 60 D 112.5 



3 1 1000 turns of wire arc wound on a solenoid of length 0.30 m and area of cross-section 3.2 . 10'" ml. 
When the solenoid carries a current of 1.5 A, the magnetic nux through the solenoid is 
A 6.0 · 10" Wb. R 2.0 ·10' Wb. C 5.7· 10" Wb. I) 2.0· 10· Wb. 

32 The diagram below shows a short bar mag.net passes through an air-cored solenoid of simi lar length 
with uniform ve loc ity. 

Which of tile fo llowing graphs best represents the variation ofthc current I in the solenoid widl time t? 

33 The diagram below sho ws a dynamo connected to an a.c. ammeter X and a large inductor L as shown. 
The ammeter reading is I. 

L 

8 
If the resistance of the c ircuit is negligible, and the rate of rotation of the dynamo is doubled, the ammeter 
reads 

A B 1 C J./2 I) 21 

34 TIle process of negati ve feedback in operntional amplifier may aff",'<: t the gain and Ihe bandwidth. 
Wh ich one of the following combinations of effects is COrre<:I? 

effect un gain cffeci on bal1tf""icllh 
A increased decreased 
B dec reased decreased 
C increased unchan ged 
o dec reased increased 



35 In which P.lrt of the e lectromagnetic spectrum does a wave of freq uency 500 MHz occur? 
A infra-red B radio C ultra-violet D visible 

36 The diasram below shows a sma ll object 0 placed on the surface of a glass sphere of radius 10 em and 
refracti ve index 1.5 is viewed through the sphere form a point P direcdy opposite. 

---oB-p-·--
The posit ion of the image is 
A 8 em to the left ofP. 
B 8 cm to the right of P. 
C 40 em to the left of P. 
o 110 em to the right of P. 

37 The focal length and refractive index of the material ofa biconvex lens are 15 cm nnd 1.5 respective l)'. 
If the lens is immersed in a liquid of refract ivc index 1.3, the foca l length of tile lens will be 
A 12.35 em B 36.22 em C 48.75 cm 0 50.50 em 

38 The diagram shows a microwave transmitter Twhich directs micro\\ 8VeS of wave length l al two slits 
SI and S2 fo rmed by melal plates. The microwaves that pass through the two slits are detected by a receiver. 

I p . 

-O·--·---- f- ----·--·- ----a 
IS' r 

,,"~il'C'r 

.0 

When the rece iver is moved to P from 0, which is equidi stant from SI and S1, the s ignal received dec reases 
from a maximum to a minimum. Which one of the fo llowing statements is a correct deduction from this 
observation? 
A The path difference SIP - SIP = 0.5A 
B Thc path difference SIP - S2P - ). 
C The path difference SIO - S10 "" O.Sl 
o The path difference 510 _ SIO ::o: ). 

39 A narrow beam of monochromatic light falls on a diffrnction grating al norma l incidence. The second 
order diffracted beam makcs an angle of 45° with the grating. What is the highest o rder visible wi th this 
grat ing at thi s wavelength? 
A2 BJ C4 D 5 

40 When a beam of light of intensity I and frequency f is shone on the surface of a meml connected to c.arth , 
200 electrons are ejected foml the surface per second. If a light beam of intensity 2 I and frequency 2fis 
used, the number of e lectrons ejected from the metal per second will be 
A 50. B 100. C 200. D 400. 



A 

[j 

c 

l) 

41 If the de Brogl ie waves associated with each of the following particles ate to have the samc wavelength, 
which particle must have the smallest vcloc ity? 
A proton B Cl-particle C e lectron D neutron 

42 The diagram shows the first five energy Icvel s of an atom. 

: :~ 
£'HL 
" 

Which of the spectra be low best corresponds to the transitions indicatcd? 

low fr<queocy high 
I I 

I I 
I I I 

II 
I II 

43 In an X-ray tube, an accelerating potentia l V prod uces X-rays of mirlimum wave length 1.2 x 10.10 m. In 
o rder to produce X-rays of minimum wave length 0 .6 x 10.10 m. the accelerating potcluial should be 

A !: B !: c v./2 0 2V 
4 2 

44 Which one of the fo llowing is not the property oflascr? 
A It is red in co lour. 
B It is monochromatic . 
C Its intens ity is very highl 
n II is coherent. 

4S In a Bainbridge mass spectrometer, an ion of mass m and charge Q travels in a circu lar path ofmdius r. 
The path of an ion of mass 3m and charge 2Q has radius 

A 6" B ") c?f 

10 

o 3, 
2 



46 The mass of the beryl lium nucleus, : Be , is 7.01473 u. What is the binding cnergy per nucleon of thi s 

nucleus? Use the following data: 

A 1.6MeV 

mass of proton "" 1.00728 u 
mass of neutron - 1.00867 u 
1 u - 931.3 MeV 

II SA MeV C 9.4 MeV D 12.S MeV 

47 A radioactive source initially contains N atoms of the rad ioactive e lement . The energy released in each 
disintegration is E. What is the total energy released after 2 half-l i\'es? 

A~ B~ C3~ D~ 
4 2 4 8 

48 In a thennal reactor. induced fi ss ion is eaused by the U nuc le us capturing a neutron, undergoing fission 
and producing more neutrons. Which one of the following statements is true? 
A 1'0 susta in the reaction a large number of neutrons is requ ired per fi ssion. 
S The purpose of the moderator is to Absorb all the heat prod uced . 
C The neutrons required for induced fi ssion of shou ld be slow neutrons. 
o The purpose of the control rods is to slow down neutrons to thermal speeds. 

49 A nucleus X cOnlains 204 nucleons and has a binding energy per nucleon of 8 MeV. X emits an a 
partic le of binding per nucleon 7 MeV and changes into nucleus Y which has binding energy per nucleon of 
8 .1 MeV. The amount o f energy re leased in the form of kinetic energy of a-part icle and Y in this process is 
A 0.1 MeV B 5 MeV C 12 MeV n 16 MeV 

50 Which of the following elcmenlary particles has quark? 
A proton B photon D electron o neutrino 

II 
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